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Wahatoya: Colorado’s Breasts of the Earth 
Native Americans called them wahatoya, or breasts of the earth. The two Spanish Peaks 
pop up from the high desert, alone and distinct, their own separate mountain range. 
Their geological highlights are the dikes that radiate from each one, like a natural version 
of the Great Wall of China. The East Peak fire of 2013 started along one of those dikes. 
 
 

Year One: The Fire 
“You never knew which split second might be the zigzag bolt  

dividing all that went before from everything that comes next.” 
Barbara Kingsolver, Flight Behavior 

 
 
July 2007: The Trees That Had Been There 
A prologue, looking down at our little settlement from 11,000 feet up the mountain: a 
verdant meadow with ridges pockmarked with dry grass and dying trees, a microcosm of 
climate change and a harbinger of what’s to come. Our cabin, Ed and Gwyn’s mini ranch, 
the Bryant’s log home are tiny Monopoly pieces. After the fire, one of our homes will be 
gone.  
 
June 2013: A Smoking Pirate 
The warning call comes and we quickly evacuate, as whiffs of smoke build over the 
mountain and ash falls on our car. 
 
The Valley Of Friends 
A close-up of our settlement in remote southern Colorado. It’s usually just the four of us 
up here, plus the bears, elk, coyotes, deer, eagles, and occasional lost strangers. Our 
nearest full-time neighbors are two miles away. A tour of the little cabins we built 
ourselves, as a family. 
 
Our Exquisite Mountain Is Burning  
We help our neighbors Pearl and Fiore pack. Fiore insists it will all blow over and we 
want to believe him. It doesn't. We hadn’t realized how sick Fiore is until hospice nurses 
drive up and coax him to leave. 
 
Some Of Our Favorite Trees  
The day of the fire—the sights, colors, smell, and life on the mountain before we had to 
evacuate. My favorite tree is a ponderosa pine that shelters a huge owl; Joe’s are the 
aspens that are spunky little fire barriers; Ed’s is a giant pine far up the mountain; Gwyn’s 
is a fir that grows gloriously alone in Schultz Canyon. We walk through this beauty and 
listen to the gorgeous silence.  Our land, I believe, is one of the quietest places on earth. 
 



Smoked Gouda  
We escape to my sister Phyllis’s in Pueblo. As we watch news coverage of the fire, she 
serves us smoked Gouda, with no irony. We return to the mountain to watch the fire, 
meeting a neighbor who tells us there can’t be anything left.   
 
James Gandolfini On The Deck 
The photo from Dave is terrifying: a giant explosion in the direction of our homes, taken 
shortly after we left. A monster orange flame bursting into the black sky. He took it from 
his home, three crow miles from us. What could it be if not our homes? But, 
miraculously, our homes are saved. Sadly, the neighbors’ is incinerated. Joe and Ed make 
an unauthorized return to help fight the blaze, with hoses and rags, and help save a few 
majestic evergreens. James Gandolfini dies and I imagine him smoking a cigar on our 
deck. 
 
In A Forest Fire, It’s Good To Have Pie.  And Maybe A Cow 
I drive up to get Joe, but only those with animals to tend can get in, so Phyllis and I 
pretend to have livestock and are allowed into what literally looks like hell—fire, smoke, 
and ash.  And we bring pecan pie, of course, which we share with the firefighters. Joe 
pretends to be a cow. The fire burns back on itself, heading once again for our valley. 
 
We Feel Like Cowards, We Feel Sane 
We escape again, this time to our home in Iowa for a break from the multiple fires in 
southern Colorado and the ash-filled air. We plan to come back when we know what is 
happening. Maybe we’ll come back to a cabin, maybe to bare land. But we’ll come back.  
 
Green Meadow, Black Ridge 
We return to the mountain. Our ridges are completely black, but our meadow is largely 
green. Thanks to the firefighters, our cabin remains.  The mountain has not been so lucky. 
The side of the road looks like the leftovers of a charcoal grill—shrubs are now black 
sticks, the rocks are singed. Yet many of the trees rimming the road are gorgeous and 
alive. As we look higher up the hill, though, all is black and deathly gray. Huge swatches 
of forest are now charred fields with scorched and skeletal trees poking up from an ash 
floor.  
 
Walking Sideways 
How the animals and trees fared. The neighbor’s horse now walks sideways and a ratty 
bear settles in next to the cabin, seemingly unaware of us. Different experts offer varied 
perspectives on how much green remaining on a tree means it will live.. They all warn 
that some trees that look healthy this year could be dead next year. It is all about shock. 
Trees, like people, don't always show their stress outwardly, and the effects of trauma can 
take a while to build. We see that in coming years as every living thing on the mountain 
tries to adjust, including us. 
 
 
 



Charcoal Chips And Toilet Fodder 
Keeping up with weeds and dead trees plus more than you want to know about a compost 
toilet. As Joe and Ed cut down burned trees, piles of chips grow like acne all over our 
land. Some by the creek, where they have cut willows; some by the road where they’ve 
trimmed aspens, locusts, and pines; and heartbreaking mounds on the ridge, made of fir, 
pine, aspens, locusts.  Mini-mountains three, four, five feet tall. They smell fresh because 
the sap still oozes from the burned hulls.   
 
We’ll Figure It Out Later 
Along with our neighbors, we face communal grief. Our default position on what to do 
now: Decide later. All that remains of the Bryant’s home now is twisted metal, appliances 
of some sort melted together in a frightening mash so we can’t tell one from another. 
And charred bed frames.  
  
Sleeping With An Ear To The Creek 
Our tiny, well-mannered creek turns into a monster 15 times its normal size. The longer 
we live with the results of the fire, the more difficult it becomes, the more overwhelmed 
we are with what the land needs and our own inadequacy to provide it. 
 
Rattlesnakes And Mountain Lions 
Avoid them both, but only one strikes even without a head. Dinner with Dave and 
memories of his mother Ruth, who taught us much about the mountain. The last meal 
we had with Ruth was in her cozy dining room with Dave, Gwyn, Ed, me, and Joe. We 
brought part of the meal and Ruth and Dave added fabulous cheese plus strawberries 
with melted chocolate. And wine. Ruth poured wine from a fancy looking bottle, then 
admitted that she actually bought it in a box and filled up old wine bottles for guests.   
 
One Damn Thing After One Damn Another  
Leaving for the winter in a deluge. Reflections on the fire, floods, and climate change. 
And our own powerlessness. Forest fires and their aftereffects are a big topic at my 
ahemtieth reunion.  Several classmates live near Colorado Springs, which has had two 
huge fires in two years, which burned nearly 33,000 acres. And all that blackened earth 
has attracted intense rainstorms, so throughout the summer the area has been pounded by 
driving rain. 
 

Year Two:  Floods And Bears 
“Accept new forms of life and talk to the dead who drift in though  

the screened windows, who collect patiently on the tops of food jars and books.” 
Louise Erdrich, Original Fire: Selected and New Poems 

 
June 2014: Maybe This Year 
Our return to the cabin the next year: planting seedlings, facing the enormity of our task.  
We are here in the first place because we’re after our own piece of the wild and, while we 
are in awe of natural forces, we think we can have our own way here. The fire and floods 



have told us otherwise. We’re puny, little stick figures shaking our fists at elemental 
forces—fire, wind, water.  
 
Thuds In The Night 
I begin to have premonitions about a bear in the cabin. We’ve adapted to living in close 
proximity to the generally non-threatening but seriously big beasts. We no longer leave 
garbage of any kind out, even cans, because the smell can linger and bears have one of the 
best senses of smell of any animal on Earth—some say the best. It’s seven times that of a 
bloodhound, or 2100 times that of a human, and they can smell food up to 20 miles away. 
Anything with sugar or fish is especially tempting—we’ve cleaned tuna cans with Clorox 
and they still have lured bears. We never have worried about bears actually wanting to get 
into our cabin. They haven’t so far. 
 
When The Rubber Meets The Unimproved County Road 
We celebrate our 45th anniversary with a low-key dinner in town, avoiding the singing 
wait staff because we’ve had enough attention. We’re beyond sad, moving into depression. 
We burrow into our table, the two of us a solitary unit. Leave us alone, our body language 
says.  
 
Toxic Air 
We’re living in air full of toxins from the fire and floods. Last year, at about the same 
time our fire was burning, California was fighting the Rim Fire in Yosemite National 
Park, the third largest fire in the state’s history. As the fire burned, scientists used NASA 
aircraft to study the air above it to determine what types of toxins forest fires create. Not 
surprising, the air was much like that from a burning oil refinery, emitting methanol, 
benzene, ozone precursors and other noxious gases. 
 
I Dreamed Of Muck 
A deluge gets Gwyn’s garden. The cabin is safe, but the creek is so high and the flooding 
so persistent I begin planning our escape, with a packed bag kept by the side door. Fear 
escalates to panic attacks. Even small rains make my heart beat faster, my mind focused 
only on the potential for more disaster.  
 
Boulders Tumbling Into The Creek 
Gwyn, Joe, and I take time for a companionable walk, which used to be our norm but is 
now an exception. The paths are covered with weeds, and we’re exhausted from our lame 
attempts at forest-mending. Boulders have tumbled off the mountain and now fill the 
creek a mile from the cabin. I imagine them roaring down here in a torrent of water. 
Then I imagine them going farther, another mile, to our cabin and into our little 
hideaway. 
 
A Bear Knocks At The Door 
We’re awakened by a bear trying to break in. He tears our screen door and our bathroom 
screen, but I lock the window as he begins pawing it. The bear keeps trying multiple 
nights and has a middle-of-the-night altercation with Ed and Gwyn’s mixed breed dog, 



Ross. The forest ranger tells us the bear is hungry, probably orphaned, and will not likely 
give up. We board up the cabin for the first time ever and leave. Panic attacks progress to 
PTSD.  
  
Vile Bile 
In Iowa, docs tell Joe he probably has bile duct cancer, which is essentially untreatable 
and fatal within months. Turns out he has gallstones in his bile duct. Liver disease, they 
call it. Ed also has digestive problems. Much recent research has looked at the effects of 
the stress of natural disasters on public health. Summing it up, the National Institutes of 
Health ties such stress to increases in multiple diseases, such as stomach distress, heart 
attacks, and cancer.   
 
I Think A Fire, Flood, And Bear Sounds Pretty Scary 
I talk to a psychologist who tells me to stop apologizing for PTSD and to start writing. 
PTSD, or post-traumatic stress disorder, stems from a healthy response to danger, the 
“fight or flight” reaction that is hard-wired into our brains. It only becomes a mental 
health issue in people who continue to feel frightened a month or longer after the event, 
when they are not in danger. Symptoms include avoiding the place of danger and being 
easily startled, feeling on edge, and having trouble sleeping. It’s been four months since 
the bear’s visits and I am still terrified at night. Also, we try to buy rubber bullets and are 
mistaken for survivalists. 
 
What Doesn't Kill You Gives You Cancer 
Gwyn gets melanoma on her arm; I get a second breast cancer and have a double 
mastectomy; Joe has a recurrence of liver disease. We consider not going to the mountain 
the next year. But I can’t not go. Mother Mountain is there, sitting by the phone, waiting 
for me to call. What had been my healer now needs healing. But so do I. Air pollution, 
like that after a forest fire, can  be directly linked to breast cancer, according to some 
scientists. Specifically, pollution changes hormone levels and increases breast density, and 
women with dense breasts have six-fold increase in the risk of breast cancer. 
  

Year Three: The Weeds 
“Plant sequoias. Say that your main crop is the forest that you did not plant,  

that you will not live to harvest.” 
Wendell Berry, Manifesto 

 
August 2015 : Burma Shave, Burma Shave 
We return for the second year after the fire. Gargantuan thistle and mullein weeds are 
new residents of our paradise, who obviously know nothing about birth control. I go out 
alone to pull them, blasting the Everly Brothers on my iPhone to alert bears. Many areas 
that are facing climate change are also battling invasive species. Even the Galapagos 
Islands, where Darwin perfected his theory of the origins of species, are threatened. In 
fact, a 2007 UNESCO report lists species such as invasive blackberries and red quinine 
trees as one of the greatest threat to the islands. Sadly, they’re pushing out the natural 
orchids. 



 
Bumblebees In The Window Screens 
Basking in the trees Ed and Joe helped save in the fire. Writing as PTSD therapy. 
 
An Herbicidal Legacy 
Gwyn’s fingernails are yellow from herbicides. She says killing the weeds may kill her, but 
that’s her legacy. We try to pull and clip weeds without using toxins, which is slow, but 
possibly works, possibly doesn't. We spray them with vinegar and they shrug it off. We 
are faced with bad choices. 
 
Spiders In The Night 
The return of some birds and animals—eagles and songbirds, especially—to the 
mountain, although their numbers are greatly diminished. Spiders never left, of course. 
The bears are behaving and life is swelling in the woods: the elk are lured by the grass, 
the eagles have found enough live trees remaining, and the hummingbirds are good as 
long as we keep them sugared up. 
 
Levity is Not Invited  
Our community has been weakened, with the loss of some neighbors and a new 
seriousness of purpose in others. What it means now to enjoy our neighbors and how we 
share plans for rebirth. When we meet, we cannot get beyond the fire and its scars. It’s 
our social cement right now, eclipsing the chats we once had about grandkids and books 
and recipes. We wear our scars defiantly, ready to fight, to face the next upheaval, 
whatever that might be, but we’re not the people we had been. We used to laugh more. 
 
Well, We’re Not Dead 
We’re still standing, and a few acres of our trees are standing with us, green and gorgeous. 
It’s all in your perspective. I tell this to myself. Gwyn’s philosophy: “Well, you’re not 
dead.” 
 
Shade We’ll Never Sit In 
Response to my friend who asks is we’re just going to give up on this place and all its 
work and buy land somewhere else. Short answer: Of course not. This little piece of earth 
literally means the world to me. We are planting the trees because it’s simply what needs 
to be done, as is killing weeds and cutting down dead trees and cleaning up after a flood 
or wind or all the rest of it. The land needs all this, and we’re the ones to do it. We get 
plenty in return. For more than two decades, this land nourished us, now we need to 
nourish it. We’ve been fed; now we feed. 
 
Afterword: August 2017 
Four years after the fire. Research on climate change and forest fires, floods, toxic air, and 
illnesses. 
 


